























Site	Date by century AD	% of Cattle	% of Sheep/Goat	% of Pig	NISP
Harbour-side	1st bc/1st AD	25	9	66	53
Harbour-side	1-4th 	18	50	32	102

























Fig. 3 The development of the Roman landscape around Wharram Percy.  Early trackways (Routes D and E, in blue) had later ‘ladder settlements’ (orange) set up beside them during the Late Iron Age and Early Roman periods.  These were replaced around AD200 by a series of discrete enclosures (dark red) at Wharram Crossroads and Wharram Percy, overseen by a ‘villa’ established on a hill to the north at Wharram Grange. (E Marlow-Mann, after Stoertz (1997))






